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Federal Education Minister Jason Clare has made reducing education inequality a priority. In 
March the minister announced the creation of an expert panel chaired by Lisa O’Brien, “to 
inform a better and fairer education system”. The panel’s report, due by the end of October, 
will inform the next National Schools Reform Agreement, which will determine school funding 
and related policies. The minister has instructed the panel to focus on inequality and 
students who are most at risk of falling behind. 

Clare has been clear and honest about the extent of the problem. Last year he pointed out 
that the inequality gap widened as children progressed through school. While the gap 
between year 3 students from high and low socio-economic backgrounds is equivalent to 
two years of schooling, “that gap grows with every year of school. By the time they get to 
year 9 that gap is five years.” 

It is easy to be pessimistic about how much we can address education inequality. Australia’s 
education performance has declined, and inequality increased in international tests despite 
significant growth in expenditure, as the Productivity Commission recently highlighted. A long 
line of high-profile education ministers has failed, despite the best intentions, to shift the 
inequality needle. 

But I am optimistic. While previous ministers faced school funding debacles coupled with 
policy options that were expensive and often unproven, emerging research shows that Clare 
has cost-effective reforms available to him right now that directly address the inequality 
growth he has highlighted. A growing field of curriculum research around the world shows 
when schools (and school systems) don’t have a high-quality, content-rich curriculum then 
inequality increases in exactly the pattern that has occurred in Australia. This research also 
shows when you make the shift to a high-quality, content-rich curriculum then you can close 
much of the inequality gap that for years has plagued Australian education. 

To illustrate what can be done, we need to go through a series of steps that are not 
discussed often enough in Australian education policy circles. If inequality worsens the 
longer students are in Australian schools, as Clare has rightly stated, then to reverse it we 
need first to be clear on what we are actually measuring. 

The federal government’s own consultation paper for the expert panel says “inequality is 
entrenched” in Australian education. NAPLAN data presented in the paper shows that 
between 2008 and last year the gap between poor and wealthy students in grade 3 reading 
grew from 1.4 to 2.2 years of learning. By the time students reach year 9, the gap is 5.1 
years. 

In other words, inequality worsens as students progress through school, and is getting worse 
across time. This is part of an overall decline in secondary school reading. In 2018, the 
reading performance of Australian 15-year olds in the OECD’s Program for International 
Student Assessment was around nine months behind the level of Australian students in 
2003. 
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To understand how we got here, it is important to know that the way we assess students’ 
reading ability changes as they move through school. In the early primary years, the focus is 
on assessing how much students have grasped the fundamentals of how to read. But in later 
years the focus of reading tests change: students are assessed on their ability to 
comprehend increasingly complex passages in reading comprehension tests. 

It follows, therefore, that what is required to improve reading scores in the early years of 
primary school is different from what is required in later primary and secondary school. 

Reading tests in the early years assess the fundamentals – students’ ability to read. The 
research shows that the ability to decode words is the best predictor of high performance on 
these early reading tests. 

Decoding and other aspects of learning to read form the basis of what has become known 
as the “science of reading”. The evidence on the science of reading is now overwhelming. As 
the Australian Education Research Organisation states, “the science of reading provides the 
strongest evidence about how young children learn to read”. 

Reading is one of the most researched areas in education and we know a lot about effective 
practice in phonics, fluency, vocabulary and comprehension. These fields are all covered in 
the science of reading, but too often the public discourse focuses on phonics and core 
literacy skills, and much less on reading comprehension, particularly in secondary schools. 
Yet this is where inequality has greatly increased. 

In assessments of reading comprehension, students are given text to read and asked 
questions that assess their understanding of it. A large determinant of how students perform 
on these tests is their background knowledge of the topic they are reading about. In brief, 
you will do better in understanding a passage in a reading test if you know something about 
the topic than if you don’t. 

Many research studies through the years have shown that students’ background knowledge, 
in science, history, culture and other fields, determines reading comprehension more than 
whether students are good or poor readers. 



In the most famous study, US students were asked to read a passage about baseball in a 
reading comprehension test. Researchers had previously tested them as good or poor 
readers; they also measured their background knowledge about baseball. The test results 
showed that students who had been considered poor readers but knew a lot about baseball 
outscored students who were tested as good readers but didn’t know much about the sport. 

This finding also shows why providing different reading comprehension tests to the same 
group of students can lead to very different results. Students categorised as poor readers in 
one test can have entirely different results in another test with a different topic. 

A key reason is that to comprehend a text we have to process both its explicit and implied 
information. Background knowledge helps us to make meaning from all the information, and 
to fill the gaps in what is implied or missing. It therefore reduces what education researchers 
call the cognitive load required to comprehend a text. 

The good news is that Australia is moving in the right direction on how to teach students the 
fundamentals of how to read in the early years of primary school. 

The success stories of systems and schools that have embraced the science of reading to 
teach students to read in the early years of primary schools is increasingly well-known. 

It is terrible that some systems remain unclear on how to teach reading, and the students 
paying the highest price come heavily from disadvantaged backgrounds. Yet while Australian 
inequality in learning to read in the early years is still far too high, we are making progress. 

However, when it comes to improving reading comprehension in the later years – the area 
where inequality is greatest – Australian systems are too often ignoring the evidence. The 
research shows that to improve reading comprehension we have to improve students’ 
background knowledge. 

But students are by no means all at the same level. Those from wealthier families typically 
have higher levels of background knowledge about different topics than poorer students do. 
They generally come to school with more knowledge about the world, and during the course 
of their schooling the gap over students from lower socio-economic backgrounds grows 
significantly. 

This finding – well known among researchers – explains why Natalie Wexler, a global leader 
in the field, refers to the inequality gap in reading comprehension in upper-primary school 
and secondary school as a “knowledge gap”. 

To reduce the growth in inequality that Clare is highlighting, the knowledge gap between low 
and high socio-economic students must be bridged. The way to do this is through a content-
rich curriculum that enables all students to have the learning experiences that enable them 
to bridge the knowledge gap. 

Students get knowledge in school through the curriculum. A high-quality, content-rich 
curriculum builds deep knowledge in a clear and sequenced manner. It enables students to 
comprehend increasingly complex texts. In so doing, it can significantly reduce the impact of 
differences in socio-economic background. A low-quality curriculum, by contrast, prevents 
poorer students from building the knowledge that will enable them to bridge the inequality 
gap. 

Sadly, the Australian curriculum could never be considered a content-rich curriculum. 
Compared with leading curriculums overseas, it is astonishingly light on detailed content and 
the sequence in which it needs to be taught. Important content is absent from the curriculum, 



optional for teachers to teach or is discussed with such ambiguity that it can be interpreted in 
many ways. 

Education systems with higher performance and less inequality have followed the research 
on content-rich curriculum. For example, Alberta, Canada performs much higher on 
international test and with less inequality than Australia. Its curriculum is explicit on the 
precise content to teach and when it needs to be taught. Whenever I show the Alberta 
curriculum to Australian teachers they are shocked by how much clearer and easier it would 
be to teach than the Australian curriculum. 

Consider important content in the science curriculum such as the topic of body and plant 
systems, which the Australian curriculum introduces in year 8. The precise content and 
sequencing of that content are not made clear. The curriculum says students are expected to 
“analyse the relationship between structure and function at organ and body system levels”. 

Teachers are left to decide which plant, animal or human systems to teach – should students 
be taught the human cardiovascular system in-depth, should they include the bovine 
digestive system or should students be taught a little bit of a wide range of plant, animal and 
human systems? These are complex questions that determine how students’ knowledge and 
understanding of the world builds in school. 

Contrast this to Singapore’s curriculum that consistently produces some of the highest 
learning outcomes in the world. From primary school – years before it is made clear to teach 
in the Australian curriculum – Singapore’s science curriculum names which systems to teach 
in which organisms, and what content should and shouldn’t be covered at each grade level. 
This guarantees that all students receive the essential build of rich content to develop 
mastery of the topic. This follows every bit of research we have on how students learn. 

In English (and across much of the humanities), the knowledge students gain is largely 
determined by the texts they read. The Australian Curriculum is largely silent on the texts 
students should read in English. Many parents are (rightly) shocked to learn that there is little 
curriculum guidance on the books that students should read, the sequence in which they 
should be read or the learning tasks students should complete after reading the book. 

The research shows that to improve learning and bridge the inequality gap, all students need 
to be discussing and writing about complex texts daily to build knowledge in more equitable 
ways. Recent research in the US has highlighted how a high-quality curriculum can be 
introduced to education systems and bridge the inequality gap. 

The Core Knowledge curriculum is one such example that provides rich content in English, 
science, history, geography, the arts and other subjects. The content is clear and tightly 
sequenced, so that knowledge builds on itself. It is impossible to read this curriculum and not 
be amazed by the breadth and depth of learning experiences available to all students. The 
differences with the Australian curriculum are stark. 

A multi-year research study compared the outcomes of students in Colorado schools that 
used a high-quality, content-rich curriculum with those in schools that lacked such a 
curriculum. 

All students in schools in the first group significantly increased their learning and reading 
comprehension. Most important for Australia, students from poor backgrounds had the 
greatest gains – gains so great that the inequality gap was largely erased. Unfortunately, this 
research is not discussed enough in Australian education policy circles. 



When students do badly on reading comprehension tests in secondary school, for example, 
many Australian systems encourage schools to go harder on teaching students the 
fundamentals of how to read rather than building their background knowledge. 

Of course, these strategies can help students with very low levels of reading, but for all other 
students the research says they will be better readers if they build their knowledge through a 
high-quality curriculum. 

Another example is a recent Harvard University study showed that providing students with a 
content-rich primary school science and social studies curriculum improved their scores on 
reading tests. Once again, this research identified the biggest improvements among 
disadvantaged students; the knowledge they built in science and social studies improved 
their ability to understand different and more complex texts. 

Research shows that knowledge builds on knowledge; it isn’t learnt in a vacuum. Imagine, 
for example, the difference in a student’s understanding and appreciation of reading The 
Diary of Anne Frank if they understand the geography of Europe (and especially the 
Netherlands), have been taught the history of World War II, the history of Jewish 
persecution, an understanding of persecution and what can happen to legal and justice 
systems under a dictatorship, the concentration camps and firing squads in World War II, 
and what happened to those caught hiding Jewish people or disobeying the Nazi regime. 

Now imagine a student who has had no, or only a cursory, opportunity to learn these things 
and how they might comprehend and appreciate The Diary of Anne Frank. It is easy to 
imagine the differences between the learning experiences of these two students. One 
benefits from a careful sequencing of explicit content and the other doesn’t. 

Unfortunately, if an Australian student were to read The Diary of Anne Frank in year 8, the 
low quality of the Australian curriculum means we simply can’t ensure that our students are 
the ones who have the rich learning experience. The critical building of content is simply not 
in the Australian curriculum; the content is often too high-level, optional or simply missing 
altogether. 

When the required content for deep learning experiences is not in the curriculum taught at 
school, the impact grows of what knowledge is gained outside of school. Decades of 
research has shown that wealthier students have more opportunities to access this 
knowledge outside of school so education inequality grows in the same way the Australia 
data shows. 

This paints a terrible picture of Australian education but the silver lining is that it can be fixed. 
There are clear evidence-based steps to take, and examples from other countries to follow. 
Importantly, curriculum reform is much cheaper than the reforms we have tried in the past. 
An enormous amount is spent on curriculum resources but bad curriculum generally costs 
the same as good curriculum. 

To their credit, several states are investing in developing curriculum materials to better 
support schools. This is an important step forward. Unfortunately, when governments have 
done this in the past they have developed huge banks of resources that allow teachers to 
pick and choose different units, lessons, assessments and other parts of the curriculum. 

The research is clear that when teachers pick and choose from large and varied banks of 
resources the critical connections and sequencing of content are often lost. Many teachers 
tell us they struggle with this choice; that they can access thousands of curriculum resources 



online but they want guidance on which ones are high-quality, the precise content to teach 
and how to sequence content across subjects and year levels. 

Curriculum reform is complex work but there are reasons to be hopeful. Clare has shone a 
light on education inequality and how it increases across the years of schooling. It is rare 
that the evidence highlights such a tangible and cost-effective opportunity for policy reform. 
The Education Minister just has to seize it. 
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have-a-highquality-contentrich-curriculum-inequality-increases-in-exactly-the-way-it-has-
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